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We would like to take a look back at the past quarter and

give you an insight into the development of coinIX.

Development of the Crypto Market

The last quarter of the crypto market was quite rough. We

saw big price drops across the market. During the quarter,

Bitcoin fell by 55%, Ethereum by 65% and other altcoins,

which are usually more volatile, suffered even bigger price

losses. Crypto projects like Terra Luna including the

stablecoin UST collapsed, and others like the unicorn

Celsius have stumbled and fallen. Unsustainable return

promises and highly leveraged markets played a big

role. Numerous business models only worked in the bull

market when there was sufficient liquidity. As prices fell, the

fragility became apparent. Interconnections from lending to

each other brought more and more players in the crypto

market into trouble. In addition, the high leverage of many

crypto investors led to cascading events of falling prices and

forced liquidations, which accelerated the downward price

spiral. For a few weeks now, we have seen the market

moving sideways.

Share price & portfolio performance

As our liquid coin portfolio, which is valued at market prices,

has moved along with the crypto market, our inner share

value has declined accordingly. This development was

reflected with a respectively strong correction in coinIX's

share price. Despite these heavy developments on the

market, we at coinIX remain in good spirits. This is mainly

due to our market experience and expectations, structure

and diversification. coinIX only invests its equity capital and

was not invested into Luna, Celsius or any of the other

players that dominated the negative headlines in recent

months. For our large coin positions, we continue to see

great potential and expect a price recovery. In addition, our

diversified structure gives us resilience. Our liquid coin

portfolio enables us to invest, as we can liquidate and

reinvest crypto assets at any time. Due to our fee structure,

the coinIX portfolio does not have to bear a proportionally

higher cost because of the price decline.

Of course, this market phase is an endurance test for the

projects and startups in the market. The chaff is separating

from the wheat. Many are being washed out of the market.

Overall, it is becoming more difficult than before to raise

capital. The target valuations for follow-up financing rounds

are lower than planned a few months ago. For us as

investors, these are favorable entry opportunities. And the

startups that survive these phases will arise stronger. We

are in regular exchange with our early token projects and

equity investments and observe that most of them are

adapting well to the price decline on the crypto markets so

far. The majority are well funded or can sustain themselves

with the help of customer funds. Some are in the process of

raising smaller bridge rounds to further extend their runway.

Our portfolio companies also report positive effects from the

current market phase. They are taking advantage of the

calmer market to work on their products and are now finding

qualified employees more easily and more cheaply. In

addition, solid business models are now attracting much

more attention, especially if they have a link to the real

economy or enable cost savings with their technology. And

we have many of these in our coinIX portfolio. In the second

quarter of 2022, we added two new investments to our

portfolio in the areas of financial services and the economy

of things. On the following pages, we will introduce our

newcomers in the portfolio and report on existing portfolio

companies.

Outlook

We see the period ahead as a price-winter rather than an

innovation-winter. Of course, we do not know how long this

will last and when a price recovery will occur. However,

based on our experience with crypto market cycles and the

development of blockchain technology, we are confident that

the markets will recover and continue to grow. The next few

months may be quieter on the outside and less dominated

by spectacular headlines, but work and development will go

on diligently in the background. And we as coinIX, as

always, will continue to support our portfolio companies with

their challenges, keeping an eye on attractive investment

opportunities, learning a lot and planning our next steps.

Now we wish you a pleasant reading!

Kind regards,

Susanne Fromm, CEO

Felix Krekel, CFO

UPDATE 2/2022

Dear shareholders,

Dear friends of coinIX,

Felix Krekel (CFO) and Susanne Fromm (CEO)
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PORTFOLIO ADDITIONS IN Q2 2022

Florence Finance is a protocol that enables financing

platforms for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to

obtain liquidity from the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) space

via crypto loans. DeFi investors lend cryptocurrencies to the

protocol and receive interest. These funds are then

exchanged for fiat and issued as loans through existing SME

lending platforms.

With this bridge between the real economy and the crypto

world, Florence Finance creates a solution to solve two

problems: First, there is a large credit gap for SMEs, which

amounts to one trillion euros in Europe alone. Second, there

is high demand in the crypto world for sustainable revenue

opportunities with a real economy connection. To further

improve the usability of the protocol in the future, Florence

Finance works on integrations with large existing DeFi

protocols such as MakerDAO, Compound and AAVE.

peaq is a blockchain-based Web3 network that provides a

foundation for the Economy of Things (EoT).

In the Internet of Things, machines, vehicles and devices

exchange information. They communicate with each other to

make our lives easier. In the Economy of Things, machines

will also be able to conclude transactions with other

machines. For example, an autonomous vehicle will be able

to pay parking or charging fees on its own.

peaq provides a platform to develop decentralized

applications (dApps) for vehicles, robots and machines to

manage and own them in the Web3. dApp creators and

dApp users are enabled to control and earn money from

machines. The peaq network does this by using machine

DeFi (Decentralized Financial Services) and machine NFTs,

which map machine identities to tokenize and trade claims

on payment streams.
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We are pleased to announce two new additions to the coinIX portfolio in Q2 2022. Both investments further increase the

diversity of our portfolio, which covers the broad spectrum of blockchain innovation.

#DeFi

#IoT
#florencefinance

#peaq

2 Newcomers 

in Q2

Cryptocurrency Loans

InterestYields & rewards

Users

SME 

lending 

platforms

https://florence.finance/
https://www.peaq.network/
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2020 Equity

NATIX is about to launch a token after going on an impressive

journey to build a privacy-compliant “Internet of Cameras”. NATIX’s

patent-pending technology is the easiest way to make any camera

smart and 100% privacy compliant. They have been in the market

for 2 years and their technology is currently being used by the likes

of E.ON, Deutsche Telekom, City of The Hague, and others.

NATIX is launching NATIX Network in 2022. With a Helium-like

approach, NATIX Network combines their patent-pending

technology with 45 billion existing cameras (e.g. CCTV,

smartphone, car, and drone cameras) to create the largest

crowdsourced camera network ever. The cameras contribute to

creating a Dynamic Map and earn crypto by doing so. The Map

serves citizens, businesses, and municipalities with a wide range

of data such as crowd size, available parking spots, pothole

locations, and more.

LET US INTRODUCE …

A mixture of IoT and AI specialists as well as 

business and product enthusiasts.

TEAM

A People-powered Map  Enabled by NATIX “Internet of Cameras”

“NATIX Network reduces infrastructure costs to $0”

https://www.natix.network/

h t t p s : / / n a t i x . i o /

t e l : + 4 9 4 0 5 2 47 5 91 7 6

Große Bleichen 32, 20354

H a m b u r g , G e r m a n y

#AI&Blockchain
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This section aims to introduce one of our portfolio companies in greater detail.

CEO

Alireza Ghods, Ph.D.

COO / CPO

Lorenz Muck

CTO

Omid Mogharian

QR -code to webs i te

"Today, a camera is a commonly available sensor. There are one billion fixed CCTV cameras installed on public and

commercial properties. As the Camera Surveillance Market grows to $67b in value by 2027, infrastructure cost and privacy

compliance remain top blockers for cities and businesses to rollout cameras at scale.

Being advocates of privacy, we have been working for the past 2 years to solve this for the industry. Today, NATIX’s patent-

pending technology is the easiest way to make any camera smart and 100% privacy compliant by eliminating any personal

identifiable information from the beginning. We are trusted by international names such as E.ON, Deutsche Telekom and City of

The Hague. Last year we generated 160k Euro pilot revenue and this number is growing.

What about the Infrastructure cost? We are launching NATIX Network in 2022 to reduce the infrastructure cost to $0 for our

clients. NATIX Network combines our patent-pending technology with 45 billion existing cameras (mobile phones, CCTVs,

drone cameras, car cameras, etc.) to create the largest crowd-sourced camera network ever. The cameras contribute to

creating a Dynamic Map and earn crypto by doing so. The Map serves citizens, businesses, and municipalities with a wide

range of live data such as crowd size, available parking spots, pothole locations, and more.

NATIX Network also maps the globe into tiles, each with a unique intelligent Land NFT, aka "iLand NFT". Our community

members can buy them and it will generate passive income, i.e. profit-sharing on any data generated and sold on that tile. The

NFT purchase price is reserved to incentivize early actors to generate data via their cameras."

https://www.natix.network/
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PORTFOLIO NEWS IN Q2 2022

The Graph held its Graph Day in Q2, where many

innovations were presented: an Arbitrum

integration to reduce transaction costs by 26x;

the introduction of substreams, which can make

the protocol 100x faster; hosted services will

expire in Q1 2023, making the protocol more

decentralized. By now, The Graph has already

indexed 34 blockchains, with Cosmos Hub being

the latest addition.

The Graph is a decentralized protocol that

enables the indexing of blockchains. The Graph

forms an important pillar of the Web3 stack across

many ecosystems and continues to expand its

market position. coinIX participated in the SAFT in

2020 and was the first German investor in The

Graph.

In Q2, Cadeia conducted the first

securitization of corporate loans in the

form of a security token on the Ethereum

blockchain. All future payment streams are

also processed on the blockchain, which

saves costs and time. Additionally, Cadeia

participated in the Microsoft for Founders

Startup Hub to scale their technology. They

also won the 2nd place at the de:hub Pitch

Night 2022 hosted by the German Federal

Ministry of Economics. As an award

winner, they went straight to New York to

explore the US market.

Cadeia offers a blockchain-based platform

for structuring, issuing and settling complex

financial products, including reporting,

compliance and analytics tools.

In Q2, Simetria was able to win a well-

known Unicorn as a design partner. In

addition, the startup was able to present

itself on numerous platforms, e.g. at the

Security Token Summit in New York. You

can find the keynote here.

Simetria is developing a platform on which

private companies can grant digitized

company shares to their employees and

investors. These are blockchain-based and

can be traded like on a stock

exchange. Through the Simetria

solution, private stock becomes more

attractive, which tackles a major problem of

employee recruitment and retention for

private companies.

In the 2nd quarter, two artworks by the

artist Günther Uecker were sold via

Finexity after only nine months with a return

of 30%. This corresponds to an annualized

return of over 40% and underlines the

attractiveness of alternative assets. With the

participation of the Sparkasse Bremen AG,

the Sachwert Invest GmbH was founded to

make tokenized real estate investable via

Finexity's white label solution. This is the

first platform for digitized assets with the

participation of a German savings bank.

Finexity is a platform for tokenized real-

world assets. The company enables retail

investors to own and trade digital shares of

fully managed alternative assets such as

real estate, art, wine, classic cars and

private equity.

Pendulum has received a grant from the

web3 Foundation to expand its bridge

solution Spacewalk. Pendulum's sister

blockchain Amplitude has received a

coveted Kusama Parachain slot. This will

allow Pendulum to test its applications on

the Kusama network before integrating

them on Polkadot. Additionally, Pendulum

was selected for the Berkeley Blockchain

Xcelerator program, which supports

selected blockchain projects with its

network of high profile investors, developers

and mentors.

Pendulum provides the missing link

between fiat and DeFi through a fiat-

optimized smart contract blockchain. This

brings more liquidity into the DeFi

ecosystem and enables more efficient and

faster financial services than the traditional

financial system.
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Insights into the development of our portfolio companies

40+

Investments

Continuous

controlling

Supporting our 

portfolio companies

https://thegraph.com/blog/substreams-parallel-processing
https://thegraph.com/blog/the-graph-cosmos-hub-integration
https://www.dasinvestment.com/erstmals-kredite-per-blockchain-verbrieft/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6932307055798042625/
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2022/05/20220524-20220524-bundeswirtschaftsministerium-ladt-zum-pitch-10-start-ups-prasentieren-sich-bei-der-pitch-night-der-digital-hub-initiative-in-dresden.html
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/cadeia-co_startups-innovation-stepusa-activity-6941061344141955072-1xgg/?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=member_desktop_web
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/cadeia-co_startups-innovation-stepusa-activity-6941061344141955072-1xgg/?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=member_desktop_web
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SITc3TYr288
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6932370656172888064/
https://www.fundview.de/posts/2022/04/2022-04-14-exklusiv-token-plattform-startet-mit-beteiligung-der-sparkasse-bremen.html
https://www.fundview.de/posts/2022/04/2022-04-14-exklusiv-token-plattform-startet-mit-beteiligung-der-sparkasse-bremen.html
https://medium.com/pendulum-chain/pendulums-spacewalk-receives-a-web3-foundation-grant-to-bridge-stellar-and-polkadot-c8dcc4354ac9
https://web3.foundation/
https://medium.com/pendulum-chain/amplitude-wins-kusama-parachain-slot-80e07781ddbd
https://medium.com/pendulum-chain/amplitude-wins-kusama-parachain-slot-80e07781ddbd
https://medium.com/pendulum-chain/amplitude-wins-kusama-parachain-slot-80e07781ddbd
https://medium.com/pendulum-chain/berkeley-blockchain-xcelerator-welcomes-pendulum-60fecf8ea41f
https://medium.com/pendulum-chain/berkeley-blockchain-xcelerator-welcomes-pendulum-60fecf8ea41f
https://cadeia.co/
https://www.simetria.io/
https://finexity.com/
https://pendulumchain.org/
https://thegraph.com/en/
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In the 2nd quarter, Blockpit was selected as

EY Scale-up of the Year in the category

"FinTech & InsurTech". They have now

already integrated more than 13

blockchains and support NFTs and DeFi in

their tax calculation. Blockpit has also

surpassed the magic number of more than

100,000 users for the first time.

Furthermore, Blockpit is working on

solutions for financial service providers in

the crypto space to be able to comply with

DAC8 EU regulation.

Blockpit is developing a tax software called

Cryptotax that allows automated calculation

of taxable profits from crypto asset trading

(such as Bitcoin and Ethereum) and other

activities (such as income from staking,

DeFi, lending, mining, and margin trading).

bloXmove is currently raising its seed

round. In Q2, bloXmove was able to grow

its network to 17 partners such as TIER,

SAP, FLIX, 50hertz or the Energy Web

Foundation. They were also selected for the

Plug and Play Accelerator program in

Japan and entered into a carbon offsetting

partnership with NRverse. Here’s a

recent video explaining the bloXmove

business model.

bloXmove is a Mercedes Benz spin-off and

is building a global mobility alliance to

create a more efficient and green energy

world. The decentralized mobility protocol

provides security and transparency for

transactions between different mobility

providers.

In Q2 2022, Autonomy integrated its

solution into two exchanges on the Solana

Blockchain, Raydium and Orca. In addition,

Autonomy's new product Auto-Hedge in

order to invest into market-neutral

strategies and receive relatively stable

returns on stablecoins launched in June.

For those of you who would like to delve

deeper into the functionality behind the

user-friendly one-click solution, more

information can be found here.

Autonomy is a decentralized automation

protocol for Web3 developers. It allows

dApps to integrate features such as stop-

loss and limit orders for DEXes, thus

helping balance the playing field between

centralized and decentralized exchanges.

Diversified

Team

Vast

crypto experience

Expertise in

various traditional 

industries

The following companies in the coinIX portfolio are currently 

raising:

XVA Blockchain GmbH, Your Open Metaverse, AllTokenFootball, 

NATIX, Simetria, Cadeia, Blockpit and bloXmove. 

If you would like to learn more about these companies and their 

current funding rounds, please contact us at mail@coinix.capital. 

THE COINIX TEAM IN Q2 2022

T
E

A
MA lot has been going on also in the coinIX team in the second quarter: Taking a break from our operational

work, we participated in a strategy retreat. We never stop educating ourselves. Also, Daniela Mohs finished

her internship and Ilka von Boehn left coinIX after 4 years.

Ilka von Boehn had been with coinIX since day one and had been in charge of all

back-office activities. She has supported coinIX with her vast experience, great humor,

creativity, big heart and huge commitment from the very beginning. We thank Ilka for

the awesome time together and wish her all the best and much success for the future!

Daniela Mohs concluded her three months long internship at coinIX. She supported the team in

various ways, e.g. in the analysis of investments. Daniela also contributed significantly to the new

format of the Quarterly Update. She now returned to her Computer Science studies and is currently

writing her master thesis. We are grateful for her excellent work and wish her all the best!

At the beginning of April, the coinIX team conducted a strategy

retreat in Hamburg, which we used to plan and to further develop

our processes.

In the blockchain space, one needs to constantly educate

oneself to stay on top of the developments. In addition to daily

research, we also rely on programs and conferences for this

purpose. Max Ilse is participating in the 18-week DeFi Talents

program of the Frankfurt School of Finance, Janik Sieber is

pursuing remotely his Master degree in Blockchain and Digital

Currency at the University of Nicosia. Ladislaus attended

Devconnect, a technical blockchain conference in Amsterdam.
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https://www.ey.com/de_at/start-ups/oesterreichs-scale-up-des-jahres-2022-ausgezeichnet
https://blockpit.io/en/
https://bloxmove.com/bloxmove-seed-round
https://bloxmove.com/rebeam-pilot-project-with-energy-web-and-50hertz
https://twitter.com/BloXmove/status/1531977683252412417
https://bloxmove.com/bloxmove-partners-with-nrverse
https://bloxmove.com/bloxmove-partners-with-nrverse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3k_QF2OZHME
https://mirror.xyz/0x6B87AbC02Fc4E2406219C69ecE0280ca39476b31/kg0JrxyjTuKTwUT1rPjDAi6fF-XYPC-PvKJNC9woc6c
https://autonomy-network.gitbook.io/autonomy-docs/autonomy-network/products/autohedge/how-to-use-autohedge
https://www.autonomynetwork.io/
https://blockpit.io/en/
https://bloxmove.com/
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coinIX IN THE MEDIA

CoinIX expanded its media presence in the second quarter

of 2022. Our expert opinions were requested by several

magazines, and we provided insights on recent

developments in blockchain technology and important

applications at conferences. Moreover, the coinIX

management appeared in podcasts and videos interviews,

and we hosted an introductory webinar on blockchain

fundamentals.

Articles in different magazines

In the second quarter of 2022, several media outlets

interviewed coinIX, including “Der Aktionär”, “Euro am

Sonntag”, “Sheworks”, “Cash”, “Wallstreet Online” and

“Finanzen.net”. “Der Aktionär” and “Euro am Sonntag”

published our statements on the current market situation. In

Sheworks, CEO Susanne Fromm talked about her journey

into crypto and blockchain. Moritz Schildt, chairman of the

supervisory board, gave insights into the regulatory

development of crypto investment vehicles in this cash

article. On Finanzen.net, Susanne Fromm explained her

high beliefs in the future of blockchain technology despite

high price volatility. Wallstreet.Online featured an interview

with our CEO on the current market situation and potential

implications for the future development of blockchain.

coinIX on conferences

coinIX spoke at the Crypto Assets Conference (CAC22A)

and the Munich Capital Markets Conference (MKK) and

attended blockchain side events during the World Economic

Forum (WEF) in Davos.

At CAC22A, Susanne Fromm spoke about Web3 and

introduced our portfolio companies XVA Blockchain GmbH,

Crypto Index Series, Florence Finance and Your Open

Metaverse. At MKK, she talked together with Felix Krekel

about blockchain technology and presented the coinIX share

to a broad audience of investors.

Audio and video interviews

coinIX regularly talks about crypto and blockchain also in

podcasts and video interviews. In the second quarter of

2022, you can hear or watch our CEO at Cash, Block

52 podcast, Wallstreet:Online Video and Fundview, our

chairman of the supervisory board at Fundresearch, and our

CFO at Börsen Radio.

Blockchain Webinars

Our first coinIX webinar in Q2 focused on the basics of

blockchain technology and its vast potential. For reference,

several examples of applications were given by highlighting

our portfolio companies. The second webinar was held

together with our portfolio company Your Open Metaverse

(YOM), where Moritz Schildt talked about the metaverse.

Subscribe to our newsletter or LinkedIn to stay informed

coinIX publishes a newsletter on a regular basis, which

highlights important events in the blockchain market and

gives insights into recent developments of coinIX and its

portfolio. We also provide regular updates via our coinIX'

LinkedIn page.
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coinIX Webinar

coinIX at the MKK

coinIX  at the Crypto Assets Conference

https://www.she-works.de/finanzen/die-kryptowelt-in-einer-aktie/2022/05/16/
https://www.cash-online.de/kryptowaehrungen/2022/krypto-fonds-als-depotbeimischung/591865
https://www.finanzen.net/nachricht/devisen/experten-bleiben-gelassen-bitcoin-co-nicht-der-erste-crash-11394597
https://www.wallstreet-online.de/nachricht/15557984-blockchain-grundlagen-webinar-blockchain-adaption-schreitet-trotz-aktueller-marktschwaeche
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl0HVQ-1kiA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0slok18gIy4
https://www.cash-online.de/allgemein/2022/jetzt-im-video-krypto-fonds-als-depotbeimischung-interview-mit-susanne-fromm/593836/
https://lnkd.in/e6cSw7fn
https://www.wallstreet-online.de/_amp/video/15589139-expertin-interview-trotz-krypto-crash-blockchain-revolution-weitergeht
https://youtu.be/VTJv9bjyFAo
https://www.fundresearch.de/kryptoassets/donner-reuschel-ag-einladung-zum-5.-crypto-talk-mit-carsten-mumm-und-moritz-schildt.php
https://www.brn-ag.de/40419-CoinIX-Krekel-Kapitalerhoehung-Bitcoin-Krypto
https://coinix.capital/en/news/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/coinix
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Über CoinIX
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INVEST IN THE FULL SPECTRUM OF BLOCKCHAIN INNOVATION 

VIA LISTED COINIX SHARES

WKN: A2LQ1G     ISIN: DE000A2LQ1G5     TICKER: CXC

Founded in 2017, investment company coinIX pursues the goal of analyzing opportunities in the cryptocurrency and blockchain

technology market and identifying promising investments. Our goal is to represent the entire spectrum of blockchain innovation in

our portfolio. The shares of coinIX GmbH & Co KGaA are publicly listed on the Dusseldorf Stock Exchange and offer private and

professional investors an opportunity to participate in the potential of blockchain technology.

The portfolio of coinIX is composed of liquid cryptocurrencies, classic equity investments in start-ups, and early token projects,

where rights are acquired to digital assets that are not yet issued or listed on a marketplace. Our investments cover the next level of

digitalization and the application of Web3 elements in traditional industries as well as decentralized finance (DeFi) and

Metaverse/NFT projects and blockchain infrastructure. With a total of more than 40 positions, coinIX covers a broad spectrum

and participates in the development of this new technology.

Our investment team combines deep blockchain, 

crypto, and digitalization know-how with expertise in 

the financial services industry and other traditional 

industries, venture capital, and regulation. This 

allows us to quickly grasp the potential of suitable 

investments and implement a wide range of 

investment types.

OUR TEAM

OUR PORTFOLIO

For more information,

please use this QR code to

access our OnePager, the

Alster Research Study and

other coinIX resources.


